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The next step for science for sustainability

Jill Jäger
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Abstract
At a meeting in Friibergh Manor, Sweden, in October 2000 a small, international group of
scientists discussed the challenges of Sustainability Science; outlining a set of core questions,
discussing the research agenda and the institutional requirements (Kates et al., 2001). After
the meeting, a core group set up the Initiative on Science and Technology for Sustainability
(ISTS) with the aims of:

• expanding and deepening the research and development agenda of science and
technology for sustainability;

• strengthening the infrastructure and capacity for conducting and applying science
and technology for sustainability; and

• connecting science and policy more effectively in pursuit of a transition toward
sustainability.

The work of ISTS and the broad network of associated persons and projects are documented
on the Forum on Science and Technology for Sustainability (http://sustainabilityscience.org). 

In 2001 and 2002, under the umbrella of ISTS, a series of regional workshops was held to
discuss the core questions, research agenda and institutional challenges of sustainability
science. The results of these regional workshops, together with the output of several other
important meetings held since 2000, were synthesized in a meeting held in Mexico City in
May 2002 and published in a report (ICSU, 2002) that provided input to the WSSD process.

The regional consultations agreed that R&D priorities should be set and implemented so
that science and technology contribute to solutions of the most urgent sustainability problems
as defined by society, not just by scientists. The substantive focus of much of the required
R&D will have to be on the complex, dynamic interactions between nature and society
(“socio-ecological” systems).  Since some of the most important interactions will occur in
particular places, or particular enterprises and times, S&T for sustainable development needs
to be “place-based” or “enterprise-based,” embedded in the particular characteristics of
distinct locations or contexts. The challenge is to help promote the relatively “local” (place- or
enterprise-based) dialogues from which meaningful priorities can emerge, and to put in place
the local support systems that will allow those priorities to be implemented. In addition, the
regional consultations emphasized that sustainability science must develop a much firmer
empirical foundation for its efforts.  A determined effort to move from case studies and pilot
projects toward a body of comparative, critically evaluated knowledge is urgently needed.  In
addition, progress toward sustainability will require a constant feedback from observations
(including socio-economic indicators, world views and society-biosphere interactions).  

Three topics emerged from the consultations as meriting special attention: 
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a) Adaptiveness, vulnerability, and resilience in complex socio-ecological systems;
b) Sustainability in complex production-consumption systems;  
c) Institutions for sustainable development.

In connection with the Mexico City meeting, discussions began in 2002 between the
International Council for Science (ICSU), the Initiative on Science and Technology for
Sustainability (ISTS), and the Third World Academy of Sciences (TWAS) about the
formation of the Consortium on Science and Technology for Sustainable Development.  The
Consortium’s founding organizations moved forward by taking the research and action
agenda on sustainability science that emerged from the conference in Mexico City and the
WSSD back to their respective general assemblies (or equivalent) for discussion and
endorsement. At an informal meeting of the Consortium partners in November 2002, it was
agreed to set up an ad hoc Advisory Group to guide the development of the Consortium. This
Advisory Group, chaired by Robert Corell (USA) and Hebe Vessuri (Venezuela) will provide
perspective and guidance on how the membership of the Consortium might most effectively
be broadened, and the priorities for an integrated research and action program for the next ten
years. The Advisory Group will revise its final report after its last meeting in October 2004
and submit its report to the Consortium Partners at the end of 2004. 

In order to maintain and indeed accelerate the momentum of harnessing science and
technology for sustainable development, the Consortium partners have recently been granted
funding from the David and Lucile Packard Foundation for the following two initiatives:

• a set of focused Partnership Team efforts to link knowledge with action in emerging
areas of sustainability science;

• and a larger Science-Practitioner Dialogue to catalyze significant increases in the
quantity and effectiveness of knowledge/action partnerships for sustainability being
pursued around the world, and to develop the capacity to establish and implement such
partnerships.  

The Consortium and its Advisory Group have identified four areas in which both the need and
potential for strengthening the scientific foundations for effective action programs are
particularly acute: integrated management of production/consumption systems; enhancing
resilience and reducing vulnerability of coupled human-environment systems; harnessing
changes in values and norms to promote sustainability; and reforming governance institutions
to foster transitions toward sustainability.  The Consortium plans a continuing effort to
develop science-based, action-oriented partnerships for sustainability in each of these areas,
plus others of comparable priority that may emerge from its continuing deliberations.
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